


Alhoon (Illithilich) 
 
 

 
Alhoon (Illithilich) 

CLIMATE/TERRAIN: Any 
FREQUENCY: Very Rare 
ORGANIZATION: Community or solitary 
ACTIVE TIME: Any 
DIET: Special 
INTELLIGENCE: Genius (18+) 
TREASURE: S, T, V × 3 (× 6 in lair), X 
ALIGNMENT: Neutral Evil 
 

 
NO. APPEARING: 1D4 
ARMOUR CLASS: 5 [15] 
MOVEMENT: 12 
HIT DICE: 8+4 
THAC0: 11 
NO. OF ATTACKS: 4 
DAMAGE/ATTACK: Special 
SPECIAL ATTACKS: Mind blast, spell use 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: Nil 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: 90% 
SIZE: M (6’ tall) 
MORALE: Fanatic (17-18) 
XP VALUE: 9,000 
 
 

Alhoon, also called illithiliches, look like living mind flayers (mauve-
skinned, octopus-headed beings with four mouth-tentacles, and 
three-fingered hands). The only visible difference between illithid 
and illithilich is that an alhoon’s skin is dry and often wrinkled, never 
glistening with slime. 

 
Combat: Alhoon attack with four tentacles, as living mind flayers 

do. Once a tentacle hits, it does 1D4 points of damage per round 
automatically, as it bores on into the victim’s body. Attacks on a 
tentacle (consider it AC 7 [13]) doing it 5 points or more of damage in 
a single round cause it to recoil, drawing out of the victim’s body. It 
will then always strike at a new spot; an attack roll is required, and 
boring time to the victim’s brain remains 1D4 rounds. Tentacles 
striking a victim elsewhere than its head do damage for 4 rounds and 
then withdraw; they are not long enough to reach the brain. 

An illithilich retains the psionic powers it had in life, being the 
equivalent of a 7th level psionicist, with 3 disciplines, 5 sciences, and 
14 devotions. Alhoon attack with a mind thrust, having a Power 
Score of 18, and 1d100 + 250 psionic strength points. Like all mind 
flayers, illithiliches always have the abilities of astral projection, body 
equilibrium (their only psychometabolic power), control body, 
domination, ESP, levitation, post-hypnotic suggestion, probability 
travel, and teleport, and possess other abilities varying from 
individual to individual, as well (consult PHBR5 The Complete Psionics 
Handbook). 

In addition to their tentacles and psionic abilities, illithiliches can 
cast spells as 9th level mages (spells: 4, 3, 3, 2, 1). Typically, they use 
a wide variety of spells seized from human mages, spellbooks found 
in tombs, and the like and always avidly seek more, driven by their 
hunger for power. An alhoon can use a spell (as well as its tentacle 
attacks) in any round in which it does not use psionics. 

Alhoon gain no special undead attacks (such as a human lich’s 
chill touch), but do have standard undead immunities to sleep and 
charm- related magics. They cannot be turned or dispelled by priests, 
and are not harmed or impeded by holy water, cold iron, protection 
from evil, sunlight, or silver weapons, but are subject to spells 
specifically affecting undead. 

The lich state neutralizes most poisons (healing all damage done 
by them) in 2D4 turns. 

Habitat/Society: Alhoon spurn illithid societies ruled by elder 
brains, and do not hesitate to take living mind flayers as thought-
controlled slaves (just as they took all other creatures as slaves, when 
alive—a process continued in lich state). They usually live alone in 
the surface world, often slaying a human wizard and taking over his 
remote tower, but in the Underdark cooperate for mutual survival, 
sharing spells and aid freely to overcome drow, duergar, cloakers, 
aboleth, and living mind flayers alike. 

Alhoon are capable of diplomacy and of loyally adhering to 
alliances when they see an ultimate benefit but they consider all 
other beings cattle, and promises to them empty conveniences. 

Alhoon regard true liches and beholders as their greatest rivals, 
and accordingly destroy them whenever prudently possible. 

Ecology: Alhoon have no need for sustenance, but their bodies 
adapt only imperfectly to lich state; many magical parts of most 
lichdom processes used by humans fail on a strongly-magic resistant 
mind flayer body. Alhoon are plagued by ongoing skin wrinkling 
and tissue desiccation, which they counteract by bathing, or by 
drinking water, soup, alcohol, and other liquids. Nutrients need not 
be ingested, and poisons absorbed in this way will harm a mind 
flayer (lowering its Hit Points in the usual way), but cannot “kill” it 
(it reaches a minimum of 6 HP, and takes no further damage). 

Illithiliches enjoy devouring brains just as they did in life, but do 
not need to do so. Sometimes (3 in 12 chance), devouring a brain 
gives an alhoon mental “glimpses” of 1D12 thoughts that the brain 
held, either at random, or (if the alhoon concentrates on a topic, such 
as magical items, written spells, or treasure locations), thoughts most 
closely related to a chosen topic. 

Essence of alhoon brain is a general ingredient in spell-writing 
inks, and can be employed with great advantage in the crafting of 
any magical item concerned with effects of the minds of creatures.

 



Beholder—Elder Orb 
 
 

 
Beholder – Elder Orb 

CLIMATE/TERRAIN: Any remote 
FREQUENCY: Very Rare 
ORGANIZATION: Solitary 
ACTIVE TIME: Any 
DIET: Omnivore 
INTELLIGENCE: Godlike (22+) 
TREASURE: S, T, V (A, D, E, F) 
ALIGNMENT: Lawful Evil 
 

 
NO. APPEARING: 1 
ARMOUR CLASS: 0 / 2 / 7 [20 / 18 / 13] 
MOVEMENT: Fl 3 (B) 
HIT DICE: 70-75 HP 
THAC0: 5 
NO. OF ATTACKS: 1 
DAMAGE/ATTACK: 2D4 
SPECIAL ATTACKS: Magic, eyes 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: Anti-magic ray 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: 50% 
SIZE: M (4-6’ diametre) 
MORALE: Fearless (19) 
XP VALUE: 18,000 
 
 

An elder orb is a very old beholder whose powers have far 
outstripped its “common” brethren. Elder orbs are the wisest, most 
cunning of tyrantkind. They are expert strategists and ruthless, 
tireless foes, true masterminds of their race. 

 
Combat: An elder orb typically loses the powers of 1D4 eyes in 

reaching its advanced age and powers. In old age, they cannot 
regenerate lost eyes, though purely physical damage still heals. Its 
saving throw against all ingested poisons is a 3; for contact and 
insinuative poisons, an elder orb needs to roll a 2. 

Elder orbs use magic, developing verbal-only spells of their own, 
or buying or stealing spells from beings who use verbal magics. They 
employ potions, scrolls, and spellbooks as wizards do; they also 
utilize magic items that need not be worn to function and are 
activated by command words. 

An elder orb can memorize one wizard spell for every 8 Hit 
Points it currently possesses. It can only hold one spell of each spell 
level in its mind at a time, and must study spells as mages do. Spells 
widely known amongst elder orbs are few: each guards its 
knowledge jealously, vying for supremacy over others. Common orb 
spells are known to include: Darkness, 15-ft Radius; Detect Invisibility; 
Dig; Dispel Magic; ESP; Minor Globe of Invulnerability; Power Word, 
Blind; Protection from Normal Missiles; and Wall of Force. 

Spells that manage to slip past the anti-magic rays of the central 
eye encounter a high bodily magic resistance, the result of magical 
experimentation and the development of the elder orb’s highly 
focused personal will. Elder orbs also are immune to 1st through 4th 
level illusion spells due to their incredibly high intelligence. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Habitat/Society: Elder orbs are the wise councillors, decision-
makers, and leaders of various beholder factions. The pinnacle of 
tyrantkind, Elder orbs work to maintain preeminent positions in 
their factions, and to advance their faction to supremacy over all 
beholders. Each elder orb is always looking for an edge—any and all 
possible edges. They view adventurers as potential sources of new 
information, magic, weaponry, and wealth to furnish those 
advantages. The orbs are therefore more curious, tolerant, and 
farsighted than most beholders, though they may act no less 
confident and arrogant. 

 
Ecology: An elder orb needs less food than other beholders, and 

tolerates a wide variety of consumables.  
Every elder orb amasses all the magical knowledge it can during 

its lifetime, and so provides rich treasure for those who defeat one. 
Magic items and spells are cleverly hidden in caches, both near an 
elder orb’s usual haunts, for emergency use, and far away for its 
protection. 

Sages believe elder orb brains have great potential as a 
component of spells and item-crafting processes, but no specific uses 
are documented as yet. 

 



Beholder-kin—Death Kiss 
 
 

 
Beholder-kin – Death Kiss 

CLIMATE/TERRAIN: Any remote 
FREQUENCY: Rare 
ORGANIZATION: Solitary 
ACTIVE TIME: Any 
DIET: Carnivore 
INTELLIGENCE: Average to High (8-14) 
TREASURE: See below 
ALIGNMENT: Neutral Evil 
 

 
NO. APPEARING: 1 
ARMOUR CLASS: 4 / 6 / 8 [16 / 14 / 12] 
MOVEMENT: Fl 9 (C) 
HIT DICE: 77-84 HP 
THAC0: 11 
NO. OF ATTACKS: 10 
DAMAGE/ATTACK: 1D8 
SPECIAL ATTACKS: Blood drain, ram 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: Regeneration 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: Nil 
SIZE: L (7-12’ diameter) 
MORALE: Fanatic (17) 
XP VALUE: 8,000 
 
 

The death kiss, or “bleeder”, is fearsome predator found in caverns 
or ruins. Its spherical body resembles that of the dreaded beholder, 
but the “eyestalks” of this creature are bloodsucking tentacles, its 
“eyes” hook-toothed orifices. 
 

Combat: A death kiss is 90% likely to be taken for a beholder 
when sighted. However, the main body of a death kiss has no mouth, 
and its central eye gives it 120-foot infravision, but no magical power. 
The ten tentacles largely retract into the body when not needed, 
resembling eyestalks, but can lash out to a full stretch of 20 feet with 
blinding speed. The tentacles may act separately or in concert. 

A tentacle’s initial strike does 1D8 points of damage as the barbed 
mouth attaches. Each attached tentacle drains a minimum of 2 Hit 
Points worth of blood per round, beginning the round after it hits. 

A bleeder’s central body is AC 4 [16], its central eye AC 8 [12] with 
6 Hit Points, its tentacles AC 6 [14], and the mouths on their ends AC 
4 [16]. A hit on a tentacle-mouth will stun the tentacle, causing it to 
writhe helplessly for 1D4 rounds. Tentacles must be struck for 6 
points of damage from edged weapons to sever them. They are torn 
free from its victim by the application of a total of 22 Strength points; 
such forceful freeing does the victim 1D6 damage per tentacle, as the 
barbed teeth forcibly tear free from the tentacle. 

If an attached tentacle is damaged but not destroyed, it instantly 
and automatically drains Hit Points of blood from the victim to 
restore that tentacle to a full 6 Hit Points. This reflex effect occurs after 
every non-killing hit on a tentacle, even if it is wounded more than 
once in a round. This cannot occur more than twice in one round. 

A death kiss can retract a draining tentacle, but voluntarily does 
so only when its central body is at 5 Hit Points or less or once the 
victim has been drained to zero Hit Points. If the central body of the 
death kiss reaches zero Hit Points, tentacles not attached to a victim 
become incapable of further activity, but attached tentacles continue 
to drain blood.  

Ingested blood is used to generate electrical energy for motor 
activity and healing: one Hit Point of blood becomes one charge after 
one round. Spending one charge enables a bleeder to heal one Hit 
Point of damage to each of its ten tentacles, its central body, and its 
eye (12 Hit Points in all). It can heal itself with one charge of stored 
energy every other round in addition to its normal attacks and 

activity. A bleeder expends one charge every two turns in moving, 
and thus is almost constantly hunting.  

Each tentacle can store up to 24 charges, while the body is capable 
of storing 50 charges. A severed tentacle is 70% likely to transmit its 
cumulative charges to anything touching it when severed, each 
charge dealing one Hit Point of electrical damage. 

Bleeders can also ram opponents with their bulk. This attack does 
1D8 damage, and is often made while turning, tentacles flailing, to 
dislodge prey from ledges and precarious positions. 

If its eye is destroyed, a bleeder locates beings within 10 feet by 
smell and sensing vibrations. 

 
Habitat/Society: Bleeders favour a diet of humans and horses, 

but will attack anything having blood (especially easy meals like 
blood-bloated stirges and lone humans). 

A death kiss may shut itself down, remaining motionless and 
insensitive on the ground, and remain alive in that state for long 
periods of time. To awaken, the creature requires an influx of 
electrical energy, considerable heat, or shock caused by a blow, fall, 
wound, or magical attack; any of the above stimulants must deal at 
least 5 points of damage to the death kiss to wake it from its sleep. 

Bleeders are solitary hunters, sharing the paranoia and ego of 
their beholder cousins. If they encounter one of their kin, the result 
is often a mid-air struggle to the death. The loser’s body becomes an 
incubator for the death kiss’s offspring. The victor lays innumerable 
eggs within the corpse, the eggs suspended within a greenish fluid, 
and 1D4 young hatch forth within a day. Each new bleeder has half 
its parent’s Hit Points and size, and fully matures in 1 month. 

A death kiss’s cavern or ruined chamber lair contains the treasure 
of its victims, often arranged in a trail to attract more prey. 

 
Ecology: An organ in the upper central body of a death kiss is a 

valued ingredient in magical potions and spell inks concerned with 
levitation. Rumours tell of a little-known mage who uses the eye of 
the death kiss to cure blindness, although the process grants only 
infravision. A brain or nerve node deep in a bleeder’s body hardens 
into a gem-like, soft-sided but faceted red gem. Called “bloodeyes”, 
they are valued for adornment, glowing more brightly as the 
wearer’s emotions grow more intense, and typically fetch 70 gp each.

 



Carrion Stalker 
 
 

 
Carrion Stalker 

CLIMATE/TERRAIN: Subterranean 
FREQUENCY: Uncommon 
ORGANIZATION: Solitary 
ACTIVE TIME: Any 
DIET: Carnivorous 
INTELLIGENCE: Non (0) 
TREASURE: (B) 
ALIGNMENT: Neutral 
 

 
NO. APPEARING: 1D6 
ARMOUR CLASS: 2 [18] 
MOVEMENT: 9 
HIT DICE: 4 
THAC0: 17 
NO. OF ATTACKS: 1 or 1D4+5 
DAMAGE/ATTACK: 1D6 or special 
SPECIAL ATTACKS: Paralysis, spawning 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: Immune to poison and disease 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: Nil 
SIZE: T (12” tall) 
MORALE: Average (9-10) 
XP VALUE: 650 
 
 

A carrion stalker is a ghastly creature that lives within decaying 
bodies. They lie in wait for passers-by to serve as a new nest for their 
disgusting larvae. 

The carrion stalker looks something like a horseshoe crab but also 
sports the tentacles of a jellyfish. They are occasionally seen scuttling 
about dank mausoleums and moldering cemeteries with their vile 
tendrils trailing behind them. Carrion stalkers grow to 1 foot in 
length at maturity. Their fine but strong tendrils can grow to lengths 
of 15 feet. They range in colour from glossy black to bone white, but 
are most commonly a putrid combination of gray and pink. 

Carrion stalkers are not intelligent and act only upon their 
instinctive needs to feed and reproduce. As such, they have no 
language, though they do produce a piercing squeal when attacking. 

 
Combat: Carrion stalkers spend most of their lives lurking within 

the decaying bodies of the dead. When a warm-blooded creature 
comes within 15 feet of these havens, however, they attack with 
blinding speed. Because of their speed and the difficulty in spotting 
them, stalkers impose a –2 penalty on their victim’s surprise and 
initiative rolls. 

A carrion stalker’s attack begins when it lashes out with a storm 
of eight slender tendrils. Each of these makes a separate attack roll 
and is covered with painful stingers that inflict 1D4 damage. If even 
a single tendril scores a hit, the victim must make a saving throw vs. 
paralysis or become entangled. A –1 penalty is imposed on this roll 
for every tentacle that succeeded in hitting the target. 

Once caught by these leathery cords, the victim must make a 
bend bars/lift gates roll to escape. While caught in this painful 
embrace, the victim will suffer an additional point of damage per 
tendril each round. Tentacles that failed to grapple the target in 
previous rounds will continue to strike at the victim until either all 
eight are secured or the prey has broken free. 

Once grappled, the helpless victim is dragged toward the corpse 
at a rate of 3 feet per round. As soon as the prey is within 3 feet, a 
cloud of larvae bursts from the stalker. Between 4 and 9 (1D6+3) of 
the disgusting grubs will land on the victim, beginning to burrow 
into their flesh on the next round. The young carrion stalkers are AC 
8, have 1 Hit Point, and do 1 point of damage per round to the victim 
until they are destroyed. Anyone working to free an entangled victim 
must make a saving throw vs. breath weapon or be infested with 1D4 
grubs themselves. The nature of these creatures makes it difficult to 
attack them without injuring their victim. Because of this, damage 
from most attacks is divided evenly between the carrion stalker and 
its victim. 

Carrion stalkers are immune to all poisons or disease. 
 
Habitat/Society: Carrion stalkers appear to have no social order 

although they are often found nesting near one another. The larva 
that infest a host body will ultimately kill each other in competition 
for food. Thus, only two or three will grow to maturity within the 
corpse. Carrion stalkers are sexless and any adult is capable of 
generating offspring every 2D4 weeks. 

 
Ecology: Carrion stalkers are parasites who survive by devouring 

the bodies of their host, even after its death. They breed and die 
rapidly, surviving just long enough to spawn a few times. 
 

 



Chitine 
 
 

 
Chitine 

CLIMATE/TERRAIN: Subterranean 
FREQUENCY: Rare 
ORGANIZATION: Tribal 
ACTIVE TIME: Any 
DIET: Carnivore 
INTELLIGENCE: Very (11-12) 
TREASURE: D (K, Q) 
ALIGNMENT: Lawful Evil 
 

 
NO. APPEARING: 1D6 × 10 
ARMOUR CLASS: 9 (6) [11 (14)] 
MOVEMENT: 12, Wb 9 
HIT DICE: 2 
THAC0: 19 
NO. OF ATTACKS: 3 
DAMAGE/ATTACK: 1D6 / 1D6 / 1D6 
SPECIAL ATTACKS: Webbing traps 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: Nil 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: Nil 
SIZE: S (4’ tall) 
MORALE: Steady (11-12) 
XP VALUE: 65 
 
 

Chitines are small humanoids with four arms that build with 
webbing like humans build with stone or wood. This diminutive race 
of humanoids is most notable for its four arms which are jointed to 
allow for extra movement in ways that human limbs could never 
move. Their faces are human-looking, although they have multi-
faceted eyes and mandibles protruding from their mouths. Long 
stringy black hair falls in a tangle from their skulls and grows down 
their backs, like the mane of a horse. 

The skin of the chitines is gray and mottled. A special oil is 
secreted that negates the adhesive effects of spider webbing. The 
palms of their hands and the soles of their feet are covered in dozens 
of tiny hooks, which allow them to climb textured surfaces with no 
loss of speed. 

Chitines wear clothing made from dried and processed silk. Bits 
of colored rocks, carved bones, and such are frequently woven 
throughout. They always keep their hands and feet uncovered. They 
carry their tools in pouches woven into their clothing. Chitines speak 
the language of the drow, and sometimes know a bit of other 
subterranean languages. 

 
Combat: Chitines are most fond of traps and ambushes. 

Frequently they build a normal-looking spider web with a seemingly 
natural way around it. The web is a false trap and a pit, drop net, or 
similar trap that is sprung when the route is chosen. They are 
extremely clever and vicious with their traps. Their warriors 
commonly carry javelins and wear the webbing equivalent of 
studded leather armour. They carry short swords for melee combat. 

Usually chitines have weapons in three of their hands and a 
hardened webbing shield in the fourth. They are overly sensitive to 
sunlight and fight at a –1 penalty to THAC0 and damage when in 
sunlight. 

Because the chitines are able to build with webbing, they may 
devise all sorts of nasty tricks. By sticking dust and rock chips to a 
mat of webbing, they can make a very convincing natural stone wall 
or floor. By means of a secret process, they can harden webbing into 
a bone-like material. It is slightly flexible, not sticky, and hard enough 
to slice or penetrate armour. They can weave such deadly spikes and 
edges into their traps to cause 1D6 points of damage per spike or 
edge. 

A chitine can spin sticky spider webbing at the rate of one foot 
per round. The webbing is spun from an orifice in its stomach. 
Weapons and armour made from hardened webbing works just like 
normal items made by humans. However, the items deteriorate after 
several months if not treated with the oil secreted by their skin. 
Hardened webbing is susceptible to fire. Two rounds of contact with 
flame ignites hardened webbing, burning the item away in 2D4 
rounds. Body armour made of hardened webbing cannot exceed AC 
4 [16]. 

 
Habitat/Society: Chitines are only found underground. Their 

cavern villages are located in the center of a maze of trap-laden 
webbing. The hardened webbing dwellings resemble domed houses, 
complete with windows and decorative shapes adorning them. 
These homes can be located on any surface, including the ceiling. 
Bridges of webbing cross the town, providing easy pathways. 

Suspended in the center of the cavern is usually a heart-shaped 
temple devoted to the evil goddess Lolth. Chitines are cast-off 
experiments of the drow. They have increased in numbers over the 
centuries, and even now plot to overthrow the drow who are Lolth’s 
favorites. They are devoted to their spider queen and will do 
anything in her name. The priestesses of the chitines are rumored to 
be of a different and more powerful race, more akin to Lolth herself. 

 
Ecology: Chitines eat anything that moves, sucking the fluids 

from the victim and leaving the dried remains on the cavern floor 
underneath their temple. Chitines are hunted by both drow and 
driders.

 



Cloaker Lord 
 
 

 
Cloaker Lord 

CLIMATE/TERRAIN: Subterranean 
FREQUENCY: Very Rare 
ORGANIZATION: Solitary or community 
ACTIVE TIME: Night 
DIET: Carnivore 
INTELLIGENCE: Genius (17-18) 
TREASURE: C, V 
ALIGNMENT: Chaotic Neutral 
 

 
NO. APPEARING: 1 
ARMOUR CLASS: 3 (1) [17 (19)] 
MOVEMENT: 2, Fl 19 (C) 
HIT DICE: 9 
THAC0: 11 
NO. OF ATTACKS: 2 + special 
DAMAGE/ATTACK: 2D4 + victim’s AC / 2D6 
SPECIAL ATTACKS: Special 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: Special 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: 30% 
SIZE: H (12’+ long) 
MORALE: Fanatic (17-18) 
XP VALUE: 2,000 
 
 

Cloaker lords are a superior sub-race of the feared subterranean 
race of cloakers. They look just like large cloakers, appearing either 
as a black cloak—such as an ogre or small giant might wear—or 
unfurling to reveal their batlike true form, with ivory-clawed black 
wings, a flattish body whose white underside is inset with a red-
eyed, needle-fanged, horned face, and a lashing, whiplike tail. 

 
Combat: Cloaker lords fly at targets and try to engulf them. A 

successful attack roll means a cloaker lord has wrapped itself around 
a target’s body. An engulfed victim cannot use any weapon longer 
than the arm wielding it, but automatically hits the cloaker with 
smaller weapons, at a –3 damage penalty. The cloaker lord also 
automatically bites the engulfed victim, doing 2D4 (plus the victim’s 
unadjusted Armour Class, ignoring shields) points of damage per 
round. Cloaker lords absorb blood through their skin, devouring 
victims until only cleaned bones remain, to spill out of the unfurling 
“cloak”. Attacks against an engulfing cloaker lord inflict half their 
damage on the monster, and half on the trapped victim. Area effect 
spells such as fireball inflict full damage on both cloaker lord and 
victim. 

While engulfing a victim, a cloaker lord can use its thick-muscled, 
bone-barbed tail to lash any nearby creature for 2D6 damage. The tail 
is AC 1 [19], and is severed if dealt more than 24 points of damage. 

The cloaker lord’s moan attack can cause a 90-foot-range unease 
and numbing, forcing all creatures in range to attack at –2, and suffer 
a –2 penalty on all damage rolls. Any creature who remains in range, 
and hears the moaning for six consecutive rounds is forced into a 
trance that lasts as long as the moaning continues. Entranced victims 
cannot make attacks or cast spells, and cannot defend themselves 
(anything attacking them does so at +6 on all attack rolls). 

Alternatively, a cloaker’s moan can act as a fear spell, affecting all 
beings within 40 feet of the cloaker lord. They must save vs. spell, or 
flee at full movement rate for 2 rounds. 

The third intensity of moaning affects creatures in a conical area, 
extending 40 feet from the monster, and widening to 30 feet across 
at its open end. All beings in the area must save vs. poison at –1, or 
be overcome by nausea and weakness for 1D4+1 rounds (during this 
time, they are unable to take any deliberate action). 

The fourth moan strength acts as a Hold Monster spell, affecting 
only one being, who must be within 50 feet. Its effects last 6 rounds, 
unless the monster attacks another target with this moan, which 
instantly frees a previously-held victim. 

By means of shadow shifting, a cloaker lord can obscure the 
vision of opponents, raising its own effective Armour Class to 1 by 
cloaking itself in swirls of darkness. Most often, the cloaker creates 
duplicates of itself, to draw away enemy attacks; treat this effect as a 
mirror image spell that creates 1D4+2 images. A cloaker lord can use 
only one shadow shifting effect per round, but it can moan, attack 
physically (except biting, which makes moaning impossible), and 
employ shadow shifting, all in the same round. 

 
Habitat/Society: Cloaker lords can elude most mind-

communication and -influencing psionics and spells because of their 
strange thought processes (determine what occurs on a case-by-case 
basis; attackers will have more success, the more practice they have 
in using such powers against cloaker lords). Cloaker lords hold a 
natural domination over cloakers, and have recently come to rule 
their lesser brethren, drawing normally-solitary cloakers together 
into loose raiding bands, and forcing other monsters (such as 
deepspawn, subdued by moans) into servitude. 

 
Ecology: A cloaker lord that reaches a certain age or is near death 

will find a cloaker and devour it. If the cloaker lord survives 2D4 days 
longer, it splits apart, giving birth to a cloaker lord and 1D6 cloakers, 
all babies of miniature size. All can moan at birth, but their attacks do 
only half damage, and they can’t yet control their shadow shifting. 
Instinct drives them to fly in different directions, to seek prey and 
master their powers.

 



Crimson Death 
 
 

 
Crimson Death 

CLIMATE/TERRAIN: Bogs, swamps 
FREQUENCY: Very Rare 
ORGANIZATION: Solitary 
ACTIVE TIME: Night 
DIET: Carnivore 
INTELLIGENCE: Genius (17-18) 
TREASURE: Z 
ALIGNMENT: Neutral Evil 
 

 
NO. APPEARING: 1 
ARMOUR CLASS: 0 (4) [20 (16)] 
MOVEMENT: Fl 12; Fl 6 after feeding (B) 
HIT DICE: 13 
THAC0: 7 
NO. OF ATTACKS: 1 
DAMAGE/ATTACK: 3D10 
SPECIAL ATTACKS: Nil 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: See below 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: 95% 
SIZE: M (6’) 
MORALE: Champion (15-16) 
XP VALUE: 9,000 
 
 

The crimson death is a malevolent, vapourous creature that feeds on 
the bodily fluids of its victims. 

The body of the crimson death is a humanoid-shaped cloud of 
pale colour, difficult to distinguish if seen against fog and nearly 
invisible to infravision. When the creature is fed, it develops a 
crimson flush that is easily visible by normal or infravision. The cloud 
possesses humanoid features. The fingers elongate into tentacles 
when it is feeding. 

The crimson death’s language is a barely audible series of 
whispers. It can communicate with other vaporous beings such as air 
elementals. It communicates with humanoids only if it wishes to 
negotiate for food or is their captive. 

 
Combat: The monster attacks only to feed or defend itself. It 

surrounds its victim with vapourous tentacles. Whenever it hits, the 
tentacles drain bodily fluids, causing 3D10 points of damage. 

The creature is normally immaterial (AC 0 [20]) and can be struck 
only by magical weapons of +2 or better. During this time, the 
creature has an initiative bonus of +4. 

After feeding, the creature attains solidity (AC 4 [16]) for six turns. 
At this time the creature turns red, moves more slowly (Fl 6, initiative 
bonus lost), and can be struck by magical weapons of +1 or better. 

The crimson death is able to carry loads by levitating anything 
surrounded by it. Despite its nature, the crimson death possesses 
strength equal to a normal human. If it attempts to pick up a 
struggling victim, it must make a successful attack roll for each round 
it carries the person. Failure means the person drops to the ground 
(suffering damage appropriate to the height of the fall). 

When a crimson death dies, it immediately dissipates into the air, 
any undigested fluids falling to the ground in a grotesque shower. 

 

Habitat/Society: The crimson death is a secretive creature, 
dwelling in the bogs and marshes where chill and damp prevail. 

The crimson death prefers to feed on humanoids. It normally 
desires one victim per week. If more are available, the monster may 
feed continuously until destroyed or driven off. It prefers to feed on 
solitary beings, since these are easy to sneak up on and have no allies 
to lend them support. If several people are present, the crimson 
death tries to pick off the guard while the others sleep; it then feeds 
on the others at its leisure. 

It maintains a lair in a thicket, undercut bank, or a hollow space 
under a windfall. There the monster stores the valuables it collects 
from its victims. These can be used as bribes for humanoid allies or 
bait for intended victims. To conceal its presence, the crimson death 
disposes of corpses in its lair or a deep bog. 

 
Ecology: Crimson deaths understand the advantages of alliances. 

They may agree to cooperate with evil humanoids who can provide 
them with a steady supply of victims. 

A crimson death can be collected and imprisoned in an airtight 
container. This does not harm it. A crimson death in such a container 
may be mistaken for, or mislabelled as, a bottled djinn or magical 
vapour. If someone releases the crimson death, the starving creature 
immediately attacks its unwitting rescuer. 

Legends suggests that, when an undead vampire is destroyed, its 
spirit is transformed into a crimson death. Another tale suggests that, 
when a vampire is created, the monster’s lost soul is reborn 
elsewhere as a crimson death. This legend also suggests that a 
vampire may be restored to normal life if it is rejoined by its crimson 
death counterpart. A third legend says that extremely evil air 
elementals are condemned and cast out into the Prime Material plane 
in the forms of crimson deaths. 
 

 



Doom Guard 
 
 

 
Doom Guard 

CLIMATE/TERRAIN: Castle or ruin 
FREQUENCY: Rare 
ORGANIZATION: Solitary 
ACTIVE TIME: Any 
DIET: Nil 
INTELLIGENCE: Low (5-7) 
TREASURE: Nil 
ALIGNMENT: Neutral 
 

 
NO. APPEARING: 1D6 
ARMOUR CLASS: 2 [18] 
MOVEMENT: 9 
HIT DICE: 5 
THAC0: 15 
NO. OF ATTACKS: 1 
DAMAGE/ATTACK: 1D8 (by weapon) 
SPECIAL ATTACKS: Nil 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: See below 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: Nil 
SIZE: M (6’ tall) 
MORALE: Fearless (20) 
XP VALUE: 2,000 
 
 

Originally nothing more than a suit of armour, the doom guard is an 
animated creature similar in nature to a golem. Created by a series of 
arcane enchantments, these frightening automatons are often used 
as guards in the castles and towers. 

Doom guards never speak and, thus, have no language of their 
own. They are able to obey simple commands from their creator, but 
these are generally limited to one or two rudimentary concepts. 
Typical orders include “stay in this room and attack anyone but me 
who enters” or “kill anyone who opens this chest until I tell you 
otherwise”. 

 
Combat: The doom guard is an unsubtle and straightforward 

opponent. When their instructions call for them to engage in combat, 
they simply move toward their intended target and strike with their 
weapons. Subtle planning can often enable a party to outwit doom 
guards without having to battle them one-on-one. 

Most doom guards are armed with some manner of sword, axe, 
or bludgeon. In almost every case their blows with these weapons 
will inflict 1D8 damage. In rare cases (about 1 in 10), they have 
heavier or lighter weapons (50% chance of either) and inflict 1D10 or 
1D6 damage respectively. 

Doom guards are not undead, although they are often mistaken 
for such. Spells such as charm, hold, sleep, or other mind affecting 
magics have no power over doom guards because of their mindless 
nature. Similarly, the fact that they are not true living beings makes 
them immune to spells that depend on biological function (Cause 
Light Wounds or Cause Blindness, for example). For like reasons, 
poisons do not harm them. 

Heat- and cold-based attacks inflict only half damage to doom 
guards, with successful saving throws (when applicable) indicating 
that no harm is done. A Transmute Metal to Wood or Crystalbrittle spell 
is instantly fatal to doom guards, transforming them and destroying 
the delicate balances of the spells that keep them animated. 

Habitat/Society: Doom guards are not natural creatures and 
have no society. They dwell only in those places where they have 
been created and stationed and have no means of reproducing 
themselves. 

 
Ecology: The creation of a doom guard is an interesting process, 

for it runs contrary to the idea of an “enchanted suit of armour”. The 
reason for this is simply that the suit of armour is never actually 
subjected to a spell cast directly upon it. Rather, the doom guard is 
fashioned using an enchanted anvil of darkness, and it is this device 
that gives the creature its magical aura. 

The first step in the creation of an anvil of darkness is the building 
of the anvil itself. The raw materials used in the creation of this object 
must be attained from the body of a slain iron golem. When the anvil 
is cast, it must have either a scarab versus golems (of any type) or a 
pristine, unread manual of golems set at its heart. Before the hot 
metal of the anvil cools, it must be enchanted by a powerful wizard. 
The first step in this enchantment is the weaving of an Enchant an 
Item spell over the anvil to make it ready for further wizardry. A 
Fabricate spell is cast next, in order to the give the anvil the creative 
essence that will be so important to it in later years. Subsequently, a 
Binding spell is employed to capture the last essences of the spirit that 
once animated the anvil in its iron golem form. Finally, a Permanency 
spell is used to bind these magics into a single, cohesive enchantment 
that will enable the anvil to carry out its function. 

Once the anvil of darkness is created, it can be used by a skilled 
armourer to create one doom guard every 20 weeks. Once work on a 
specific doom guard is begun, the armourer must work at least 8 
hours out of 24 on their creation. Work cannot be halted or delayed 
for any reason or the enchanting process fails.

 



Fetch 
 
 

 
Fetch 

CLIMATE/TERRAIN: Any 
FREQUENCY: Very Rare 
ORGANIZATION: Solitary 
ACTIVE TIME: Any 
DIET: Special 
INTELLIGENCE: High (13-14) 
TREASURE: Nil 
ALIGNMENT: Chaotic Evil 
 

 
NO. APPEARING: 1 
ARMOUR CLASS: 4 [16] 
MOVEMENT: 6 
HIT DICE: 9 
THAC0: 11 
NO. OF ATTACKS: 2 
DAMAGE/ATTACK: Special 
SPECIAL ATTACKS: Drains two levels per hit 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: Invisible except to victim 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: Nil 
SIZE: M (4-7’ tall) 
MORALE: Elite (13-14) 
XP VALUE: 3,000 
 
 

Fetch are harbingers of death. Existing on the fringes of the Abyss, 
these creatures can only reach into the Prime Material plane through 
reflective surfaces, such as mirrors or pools of water. 

A fetch appears to be a haggard and deathly pale imitation of the 
person or creature gazing into the reflective surface. If more than one 
person or creature gazes into the reflective surface at the same time, 
the fetch assumes the image of the person or creature closest to the 
reflective surface; if all are equally distant, it chooses randomly. 
However, a fetch never assumes the image of a person or creature 
taller than seven feet or shorter than four feet. 

A fetch’s eyes are dull and lifeless. It reflexively breaks into an 
evil grin when its eyes meet those of its intended victim for the first 
time. Its flesh is ice cold to the touch. Fetch neither breathe nor speak, 
although they do engage in limited telepathic communication with 
evil clerics of 10th level or higher. 

 
Combat: Though fetch can gaze into the Prime Material plane 

through reflective surfaces, they cannot emerge into this plane until 
they meet the eyes of their victims. Fetch can appear in any type of 
reflective surface, including a mirror, the surface of a pond, or even 
a shiny silver tray. However, the surface must be large enough for 
the fetch’s body to fit through. (For instance, assume that a fetch is 
gazing through a one-foot-diameter mirror hanging on the wall of a 
room at an inn. An overweight warrior enters the room. The fetch 
assumes the warrior’s image, but the fetch is now too plump to 
squeeze through the mirror, and the intended victim is safe.) 

A fetch is invisible to all but the intended victim, even when 
attacking. True Seeing (but not Detect Invisibility) spells reveal the 
creature. The intended victim can always see the fetch in the 
reflective surface. When battling the fetch, the victim suffers 
penalties of –2 to his attack roll and +2 to his AC, and the victim’s 
companions suffer a –4 penalty to their attack rolls and a +2 penalty 
to their ACs. 

A fetch attacks with an exact replica of the weapon of its intended 
victim; if the victim has more than one weapon, the fetch chooses 
one of them randomly. If the victim has no weapon, the fetch attacks 
with its hands. The fetch makes two attacks per round. Each 
successful attack causes the victim to lose two levels of experience: 
roll the Hit Dice appropriate to the victim’s class two times and 

subtract that number of Hit Points from the character’s total, also 
subtracting the victim’s Constitution bonus for those levels. If a lost 
level is one in which the character received a fixed number of Hit 
Points instead of a die roll, subtract the appropriate number of Hit 
Points. These Hit Points are permanently lost; the adjusted Hit Point 
total is now the victim’s maximum. All powers, spells, and abilities 
associated with the lost levels are also lost. 

If a victim is reduced to level 0, the fetch pulls him through the 
reflective surface and into the Abyss. Once into the Abyss, the victim 
turns into a fetch. If the victim is reduced to level 0, but the fetch is 
killed or is otherwise prevented from taking victim into the Abyss, 
the victim, assuming he is still alive, becomes an ordinary person: his 
adventuring days are over. He can continue his career if a Wish or 
Restoration spell is cast on his behalf. If a level 0 character suffers 
another successful hit from the fetch, he is slain instantly, regardless 
of whether he has any Hit Points remaining. Unlike victims of other 
energy-draining creatures, a level 0 character slain by a fetch does 
not return as an undead. 

A fetch can pull victims into the Abyss only through the reflective 
surface from which it originally appeared. If that reflective surface is 
destroyed, such as by shattering the mirror or draining the pond, the 
fetch must locate another reflective surface to return itself to the 
Abyss. If it does not locate a new reflective surface within 24 hours, it 
begins to lose Hit Points at the rate of 3D6 per day. If it is reduced to 
0 Hit Points or fewer, it is destroyed. 

 
Habitat/Society: Motivated by an obsessive hatred of all 

intelligent races of good or neutral alignment, fetch spend most of 
their time in the Abyss searching for portals leading to reflective 
surfaces in the Prime Material plane. Less than 1% of the discovered 
portals lead to an accessible reflective surface. New fetch are created 
only from victims pulled into the Abyss. 

 
Ecology: Fetch neither eat nor drink. They occasionally engage 

in recreational killings of weaker creatures encountered in the Abyss. 
Fetch are sometimes used as assassins and aides by the gods of evil 
and by evil wizards. 

 



Flareater 
 
 

 
Flareater 

CLIMATE/TERRAIN: Subterranean 
FREQUENCY: Very Rare 
ORGANIZATION: Solitary 
ACTIVE TIME: Any 
DIET: Omnivorous 
INTELLIGENCE: Average (8-10) 
TREASURE: Nil 
ALIGNMENT: Neutral 
 

 
NO. APPEARING: 1D4 
ARMOUR CLASS: 0 [20] 
MOVEMENT: 15 
HIT DICE: 6 (see below) 
THAC0: 12 
NO. OF ATTACKS: 1 
DAMAGE/ATTACK: 3D4 
SPECIAL ATTACKS: Surprise, dissolve 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: Immune to heat and flame 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: Special 
SIZE: M (6’ tall) 
MORALE: Elite (13-14) 
XP VALUE: 1,400-2,000 
 
 

Flareaters, some of the most deadly underground denizens, appear 
to be related to green slime; they may be slime altered into new forms 
and given intelligence by magical experiments. Though actually 
deep emerald green, flareaters’ glossy hides seem almost black in the 
dark dungeons. A single flareater rarely exceeds 6 feet across, and 
they are no more than three inches thick. They are unnaturally warm 
to the touch. Flareaters thrive in damp, subterranean places, where 
they ooze freely over all surfaces, searching for their favorite food: 
light. 

A flareaters’ fluid nature allows the creatures to move at a 
surprisingly quick rate compared to other slimes and jellies. Like 
running water, they can overtake their quarry. Those who witness 
flareaters say their movement is unnerving, like watching dark, evil 
water flowing over stone walls. 

 
Combat: Like green slime, flareaters can drop onto their victims; 

those victims receive a –3 to surprise rolls. However, flareaters can 
also follow their intended targets, running like water along a cavern 
floor or ceiling while gauging their foes’ strengths and determining 
the best initial targets. 

Flareaters adhere to flesh, and dissolve that flesh into their own 
systems in 2D8 melee rounds (no saving throw). Flareaters can eat 
through one inch of metal in 4 melee rounds; magical bonuses delay 
this process, adding 1 round per magical plus of the metal. They also 
dissolve one inch of wood in 6 melee rounds, and one inch of leather 
or leatherlike substances in 8 melee rounds, again adding 1 round 
per magical plus of the material. Unlike green slime, flareaters cannot 
easily be removed by scraping with metal, wood, or leather scrapers; 
the creature will attempt to dissolve any such item. Flareaters will 
flow over a victim, probing weak spots in armour or clothing; they 
are smart enough to attack bare flesh first, ensuring that other items 
remain for later consumption. 

If a flareater’s target is carrying a light source, the creature takes 
a different combat tactic. The creature moves over a light and drops 
down on it, smothering the torch or lantern; it is not harmed by 
flames. For each nonmagical light source a flareater engulfs, it gains 
1 Hit Die. 

 

Flareaters also devour magical light by moving into the area of 
effect, absorbing the magical light, and cancelling its effects. 
Flareaters are immune to damage from all light and heat related 
spells, including Fireball, Flame Strike, Melf’s Minute Meteors, and 
others. Cold-based spells paralyze the creatures for 2D4 rounds. The 
following spells aid the creature’s growth by 1 Hit Die per spell 
absorbed or cast at it: Dancing Lights, Faerie Fire, Glitterdust, and 
Moonbeam. Continual Light, Light, and Sunray cause it to grow by 2 Hit 
Dice. THAC0 adjusts to the creature’s current Hit Dice totals. 

When the monster reaches 12 Hit Dice, it splits in two, creating 
two 6-HD creatures. The division process takes 4 full rounds; once 
the process begins, it cannot be halted. If the original flareater is 
damaged during this time, simply divide its total Hit Points between 
its two offspring. 

 
Habitat/Society: Flareaters have no verbal language. It is 

believed they communicate with each other by sending pulsating 
ripples through their forms. Intelligent, they are organized, 
methodical, and eternally hungry, ever searching for sources of light. 

All flareaters are asexual. Flareaters exist solely to eat and 
increase their numbers, so they are always in search of prey. Some 
sages suspect flareaters could evaporate with long exposure to full 
sunlight, their fluid bodies being better suited for the damp 
atmosphere and darkness of the caverns. 

A maximum of four flareaters can be encountered living together. 
Flareaters tend to limit their numbers in one area to ensure proper 
amounts of food for each individual creature. However, it is 
rumoured that large colonies of flareaters exist deep underground. 

 
Ecology: Wizards have been known to hunt flareaters in the 

hopes that the creatures’ remains (or a live specimen) can be used as 
components in spells like Create Darkness and Shapechange, and 
potions that grant immunity to fire.

 



Ghost Mount 
 
 

 
Ghost Mount 

CLIMATE/TERRAIN: Any land 
FREQUENCY: Very Rare 
ORGANIZATION: Solitary 
ACTIVE TIME: Night 
DIET: None 
INTELLIGENCE: Low (5-7) 
TREASURE: Nil 
ALIGNMENT: Neutral Evil 
 

 
NO. APPEARING: 1 
ARMOUR CLASS: 5 [15] 
MOVEMENT: 30 
HIT DICE: 3 
THAC0: 17 
NO. OF ATTACKS: 3 
DAMAGE/ATTACK: 1D8 / 1D8 / 1D6 
SPECIAL ATTACKS: Nil 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: Undead 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: Nil 
SIZE: L 
MORALE: Champion (15-16) 
XP VALUE: 420 
 
 

Ghost mounts are undead creatures that can help a desperate or 
foolish traveller reach their destination at incredible speed, but at a 
potentially terrible price. These beasts are aptly named, not only for 
their appearance, but also because those who ride a ghost mount 
may themselves become ghosts, doomed to wander the land by night 
forever. 

A ghost mount has two forms, its true form and an illusory one. 
A ghost mount’s true form is nothing more than a transparent, 
glowing outline of its former self (most often a horse or camel). It 
appears to be a malnourished, battered, and scarred wreck with wild 
and shining eyes. A ghost mount can also use powerful illusions to 
mask its true forms and appear as a particularly strong and 
handsome specimen of its former self. 

 
Combat: A ghost mount can attack physically with its two hooves 

and bite, but it usually prefers to allow a rider to mount it and then 
use its life energy draining ability to transform the hapless rider into 
a ghost. 

Any creature that wishes to ride a ghost mount must have a 
specific destination in mind before the ghost mount will depart. The 
rider must then make a Wisdom check (at a –2 penalty) when the 
journey begins. 

If this check is failed, the mount refuses to obey the rider’s 
instructions and instead takes them deep into the nearest wilderness 
at full speed. Leaping from the mount to escape causes 3D6 points of 
damage, and items falling with the rider must make a saving throw 
vs. crushing blows. If the rider stays with the ghost mount, it will 
throw them after travelling at least 75 miles into the wilderness. 
Being thrown causes 1D6 damage; a saving throw vs. falling for items 
carried by the thrown rider must also be made. 

If the initial Wisdom check is successful, the ghost mount obeys, 
but the rider must then make a saving throw vs. death magic when 
the journey has reached the middle point. Failure indicates that the 
rider has been transformed into a wraith. Success indicates that the 
rider has mastered the ghost mount for this trip and may travel with 
it to their destination. Once the journey is ended, the ghost mount is 
freed. Every new journey carries the same risks detailed above. 

Ghost mounts seem to glide just over the ground without ever 
losing their footing, so they always move at their full movement rate 
over all forms of terrain. They suffer no penalty due to encumbrance 
and their undead forms do not suffer from fatigue. 

A rider willing to lash themselves to the saddle can use a ghost 
mount to travel as much as 180 miles per day over any terrain in any 
weather (once control over a ghost mount is established, of course). 
A rider may also elect to cover only 90 miles per day so as to dismount 
and sleep at night, even if more than one day’s travel is required to 
reach the destination. During this time, and throughout any number 
of stops, the ghost mount will continue to obey its rider. 

A Raise Dead or Resurrection spell will kill a ghost mount if it fails 
its saving throw vs. spell. 

 
Habitat/Society: Ghost mounts are formed from the spirits of 

mistreated mounts, creatures so brutally handled in life that they 
survive after death to take vengeance on all creatures who ride them. 

Ghost mounts can be summoned by magic, though their 
lifedraining abilities are not altered if they are called to serve in this 
fashion. If a Mount spell is cast in a region of empty, uncivilized plains 
or desert, there is a 5% chance that a ghost mount appropriate to the 
terrain will answer the summons. 

Ghost mounts are sometimes found among herds of ordinary 
wild animals, concealed by their illusory forms. In this way they hope 
to be captured and ridden, thus allowing them to bring more living 
creatures into the realm of the undead. 

 
Ecology: Ghost mounts do not live or reproduce in any normal 

fashion. 
Riders transformed into wraiths by a ghost mount cannot be 

restored to their normal form by any means short of a Wish. 
 

 



Ghoul Lord 
 
 

 
Ghoul Lord 

CLIMATE/TERRAIN: Any land 
FREQUENCY: Very Rare 
ORGANIZATION: Solitary 
ACTIVE TIME: Night 
DIET: Corpses 
INTELLIGENCE: High (13-14) 
TREASURE: Q, R, S, T, (B) 
ALIGNMENT: Chaotic Evil 
 

 
NO. APPEARING: 1 
ARMOUR CLASS: 4 [16] 
MOVEMENT: 15 
HIT DICE: 6 
THAC0: 15 
NO. OF ATTACKS: 3 
DAMAGE/ATTACK: 1D6 / 1D6 / 1D10 
SPECIAL ATTACKS: Paralysis, rotting disease 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: Undead, evil aura 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: Nil 
SIZE: M (6’ tall) 
MORALE: Elite (13-14) 
XP VALUE: 3,000 
 
 

Lurking in places thick with the stench of death, the ghoul lord feasts 
upon the flesh of living and dead alike, often surrounding itself with 
a band of lesser undead that obey its every command. 

The ghoul lord looks much like the common ghoul or ghast. It 
retains some semblance of its human form, but its skin has turned the 
sickly grey of rotting meat, its tongue has grown long and rasped, 
and its teeth and nails have become sharp and wicked instruments 
ideal for rending flesh and cracking bone. 

Ghoul lords can speak the languages they knew prior to their 
death. When commanding their ghoul and ghast minions, however, 
they do not speak, but employ telepathy. 

 
Combat: The ghoul lord looks so much like a ghoul that it is 90% 

likely that it will be mistaken for such, even by those familiar with 
the undead. 

When a ghoul lord strikes with its long, cruel claws it inflicts 1D6 
damage with each blow that lands. In addition, it can also bite with 
its deadly teeth, scoring 1D10 damage with each hit. Those hit by the 
claws must make a saving throw vs. paralysis or become unable to 
move for 1D6+6 rounds. Even elves are not immune to this effect. 

The bite of a ghoul lord causes the victim to contract a horrible 
rotting disease unless the victim makes a saving throw vs. poison. 
Those afflicted with this illness lose 1D10 Hit Points and 1 point from 
their Constitution and Charisma scores each day. If either ability 
score or their Hit Point total reaches 0, they die. If the body is not 
destroyed, they will rise as a ghast on the third night after their death, 
wholly under the command of the creature that made them until 
such time as that horror is destroyed. 

The rotting disease can be cured by nothing less than a Heal spell. 
Once the disease’s progression is halted, the victim’s Constitution 
score will return to its original value at the rate of 1 point per week. 
Their Charisma, however, will remain at its reduced level because of 
the horrible scars this ailment leaves on both body and soul. 

Ghoul lords are immune to damage from all but magical 
weapons or those forged of pure iron. A circle of protection has no 
effect on these creatures unless pure iron is used in its casting. 

Ghoul lords do not radiate the foul odor associated with ghasts, 
but they do fairly reek of evil. In fact, this effect is so potent that those 
of Good alignment suffer a –4 on all attack rolls when within 30 feet 
of these creatures. A Remove Fear spell negates the effects of this evil 
aura. 

 
Habitat/Society: The ghoul lord tends to dwell in isolated places 

rife with the odor of death; graveyards and ruins are its favourite 
haunts. 

Ghoul lords always have a following of lesser undead with them, 
absolute in their loyalty. A ghoul lord’s band comprises 2D6 ghasts, 
each of which commands 2D4 ghouls. 

 
Ecology: Ghoul lords do not live or reproduce in any normal 

fashion. It is not known what leads to the creation of a ghoul lord, 
rather than a regular ghoul, though it is rumoured that they were 
first created at the hands of an insane necromancer. 
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Grim Reaper 

CLIMATE/TERRAIN: Any 
FREQUENCY: Very Rare 
ORGANIZATION: Solitary 
ACTIVE TIME: Any 
DIET: None 
INTELLIGENCE: High (13-14) 
TREASURE: Nil 
ALIGNMENT: Neutral 
 

 
NO. APPEARING: 1 
ARMOUR CLASS: 0 [20] 
MOVEMENT: Fl 9 (A) 
HIT DICE: 5 
THAC0: 15 
NO. OF ATTACKS: 1 
DAMAGE/ATTACK: 1D4 
SPECIAL ATTACKS: See below 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: +3 or better weapons to hit 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: See below 
SIZE: M (7’ tall) 
MORALE: Fearless (20) 
XP VALUE: 4,000 
 
 

The grim reaper (or death spirit) is a creature from the Negative 
Material Plane, drawn to the ebbing life energies of a creature on the 
verge of death (i.e., at or below 0 Hit Points). 

A grim reaper has the appearance of a bleached skeleton well 
over 6 feet tall, shrouded in a dark robe. It always carries a scythe in 
its boney hands. 

No death spirit has ever been known to speak to the living on 
their own terms, but rumours persist that such a creature can be 
contacted by the use of the Speak with Dead spell. In such cases, 
language does not seem to be a factor. 

 
Combat: A death spirit has little need to enter combat in most 

cases. Typically, it will be drawn into battle only when an attempt is 
made to prevent it from feeding on the spirit of a dying person. In 
such cases, its wrath is great and its power terrible. 

A death spirit is not truly undead; it is, therefore, immune to any 
attempts to turn it as well as the effects of spells like Control or Detect 
Undead. Similarly, it is immune to all manner of cold-, fire-, or 
electricity-based spells. In addition, it is hit only by +3 or better 
magical weapons and is immune to all mind and life affecting spells 
(including Finger of Death, Cause Light Wounds, etc). 

When the death spirit attacks a creature other than the one it has 
come for, it does so in three ways. On the first round of any combat, 
it will strike with its scythe (if possible). This ethereal weapon hits 
inflicts only 1D4 points of physical damage. Anyone hit by this blade 
must, however, save vs. death magic or be instantly slain. In the 
second round, it will fix its gaze on one of its attackers, forcing him 
to make a Wisdom check or be overwhelmed by the creature’s aura 
of death. On the third round, it strikes again with its scythe, this time 
using the shaft as if it were a quarterstaff. Any hit by this attack 
suffers 1D4 points of damage and is affected as if by a Feign Death 
spell. The effects of this spell will fade if the creature is driven off. On 
the next round, this cycle begins again with the normal scythe attack. 

 
 
 
 
 

If, at any time during the combat, the creature is able to strike at 
its intended victim, it does so with its scythe. No attack roll is 
required and no physical damage is done; rather, the life essence of 
the victim is drained away. As soon as this is done, the spirit fades 
away. Any attempt at resurrection or reincarnation of the victim is 
doomed to fail unless the powers attempting it are divine in nature. 

If the reaper is reduced to 0 Hit Points, it is driven off. The 
intended victim benefits from this, instantly regaining 10% of their 
original Hit Point score. Similarly, if healing magic is used on the 
dying person at any point during the encounter, they are rescued 
from the brink of death and the reaper is driven off. A negative plane 
protection spell cast upon the intended victim of the death spirit will 
prevent the reaper from claiming their victim and inflicts damage to 
the reaper normally. 

 
Habitat/Society: There are those who say that death spirits are 

agents of Death itself and that thwarting them earns the wrath of 
these mighty forces. No evidence exists to support that claim, but 
some connection between the two seems almost a certainty. 

The chance that any mortally wounded individual (one reduced 
to 0 or fewer Hit Points) will attract the attention of a death spirit is 
equal to 1% per character experience level. Thus, a 15th level 
character on their death bed has a 15% chance of being visited by a 
grim reaper. 

 
Ecology: Being creatures of the Negative Material Plane, these 

nightmares seem to have no place in the physical world. There are 
those who contend, however, that they play a vital link in the balance 
between life and death that is central to all neutral-aligned 
philosophies. 
 

 



Inquisitor 
 
 

 
Inquisitor 

CLIMATE/TERRAIN: Subterranean, urban 
FREQUENCY: Very Rare 
ORGANIZATION: Solitary 
ACTIVE TIME: Night 
DIET: Pain 
INTELLIGENCE: High (13-14) 
TREASURE: W 
ALIGNMENT: Lawful Evil 
 

 
NO. APPEARING: 1 
ARMOUR CLASS: 4 [16] 
MOVEMENT: 9 
HIT DICE: 6 
THAC0: 15 
NO. OF ATTACKS: 2 
DAMAGE/ATTACK: 1D4 / 1D6 
SPECIAL ATTACKS: Disease, paralysis 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: Undead 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: Nil 
SIZE: M (6’ tall) 
MORALE: Fanatic (17-18) 
XP VALUE: 3,000 
 
 

Inquisitors are a shambling, rotting, undead abomination, living on 
sheer terror. Each is an ancient expert in torture and information 
extraction, an artist who works in screams and agony. 

An inquisitor can be easily mistaken for a zombie or other 
undead. Nearly half of its flesh has rotted away, exposing tendons 
and yellowing bones. Many wear black full hoods, but those who 
don’t display foul smelling mucous dripping from their eyes and 
mouths. An inquisitor wears tattered pants and shoes, but no shirt or 
gloves. Its hands are charred from years of using red-hot torture 
implements, and its thick, yellow nails poke menacingly from its 
fingers. One is seldom encountered without its whip in hand. 

An inquisitor can speak Common and any languages particular 
to its location. 

 
Combat: The inquisitor’s gaze requires one opponent per round 

to successfully save vs. paralyzation or be paralyzed for 1D4 turns. 
This gaze attack is in addition to any physical attacks it makes during 
the round. On a successful saving throw, a victim can never be 
paralyzed by that particular inquisitor. 

Each round an inquisitor can attack with its whip, causing 1D4 
points of damage, and scratch with the nails on its other hand, 
causing 1D6 points of damage. Any so struck must save vs. poison to 
avoid a wasting disease that causes the loss of one point of Strength 
and one point of Constitution per day until cured. Only Cure Disease 
can rid a victim of the affliction and restore lost points. If either ability 
score reaches zero the victim dies. 

If an inquisitor manages to capture a victim, it shackles them to a 
table and gleefully begins its torture. The inquisitor’s torture causes 
considerable pain and disfigurement. At the end of every day of 
torture, the victim must save vs. paralyzation or become insane. 
While insane, the victim may still attempt to escape the inquisitor 
and may defend themselves, but is unable to distinguish friends from 
enemies or interact with familiar places or situations. The victim may 
only regain their sanity with time, 1D4 weeks after the torture has 
ended. In any event, the victim loses one point of Charisma. This 
point can only be regained through magical healing such as a Heal 
spell intended for this purpose only. 

Habitat/Society: Inquisitors prefer dark places where they can 
take prisoners and ask impossible questions that let them further 
perfect their techniques. However, inquisitors are sometimes 
imprisoned themselves by more powerful beings and forced to work 
their trade on demand, longing for the day they put their masters on 
the rack. 

Every inquisitor has its own torture chamber for its lair. The 
chamber can be in a dungeon or cave, in the secluded wilderness, or 
even in the town square. It only strays from its chamber when in 
search of new victims. 

While screaming victims regularly offer bribes to lessen their 
punishment, no bribe will stay an inquisitor from its task. If it has a 
master, an inquisitor often keeps such offered treasure for itself 
rather than alert its master. Any treasure is hidden in or around the 
inquisitor’s chamber. 

 
Ecology: The inquisitor is a solitary creature, but if independent 

may employ lesser beings to do its bidding. Evil creatures such as 
orcs and kobolds sometimes make a small profit selling live captives 
to an inquisitor. 

Inquisitors are immortal, compelled to forever cause pain and 
extract information, even if meaningless. They cannot reproduce. If 
an inquisitor is denied the opportunity to torture victims for a long 
period of time, it slowly wastes away and dies. Every year of such 
denial it loses one Hit Point permanently. More powerful beings who 
use inquisitors often keep them in check with threats of victim denial. 
 

 



Red Widow 
 
 

 
Red Widow 

CLIMATE/TERRAIN: Any temperate land 
FREQUENCY: Very Rare 
ORGANIZATION: Solitary 
ACTIVE TIME: Any 
DIET: Blood and bodily fluids 
INTELLIGENCE: High (13-14) 
TREASURE: W, (Z) 
ALIGNMENT: Neutral Evil 
 

 
NO. APPEARING: 1 
ARMOUR CLASS: 4 [16] 
MOVEMENT: 9, web 12 
HIT DICE: 6+3 
THAC0: 13 
NO. OF ATTACKS: 1 
DAMAGE/ATTACK: 1D4 
SPECIAL ATTACKS: See below 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: Webbing, summon spiders 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: Nil 
SIZE: M (5-6’ tall) 
MORALE: Average (8-10) 
XP VALUE: 3,000 
 
 

The red widow, or spider queen, is an evil and deadly shape changer. 
Spinning a web of evil to all near its lair, this foul creature derives a 
vile pleasure in the murder of those lured to it by its many charms 
and promises of delight. 

The red widow has two physical forms. The first, and that in 
which it is most commonly encountered, is a human one. In this 
guise, the red widow appears as a fantastically beautiful and alluring 
woman with long, flowing red hair. The creature’s dress will vary to 
enable it to blend in with the human society around it, but will 
always be provocative and inviting. In this form, the creature is 
treated as a 0-level human, for the statistics listed above are those for 
its spider form (see below). 

The red widow will adopt its true form, that of a giant spider, 
only when it is about to make a kill. In this shape, the creature has a 
bright crimson body with a black, hourglass pattern on its back. In 
effect, it looks like a giant version of the common black widow spider, 
save that the colours are reversed. 

Red widows seem to have no natural language of their own, but 
are always fluent in the languages of those cultures with which they 
come into contact. 

 
Combat: Red widows seldom engage in open combat. Rather, 

they lure unsuspecting victims near and draw them into a passionate 
embrace. Once this is done, they transform into their true form. The 
transformation into a giant spider takes a full round, during which 
the creature never releases its hold on its victim. Attempting to 
escape the powerful grip of the red widow requires the victim to 
attempt a roll to bend bars. A new attempt is allowed each round. 

Once in its spider shape, the red widow will bite its victim. While 
the bite itself inflicts only 1D4 points of damage, it allows the creature 
to inject a deadly poison (Class E, Immediate, Death/20). If the 
creature is striking at someone it is holding, it automatically hits. If it 
is trying to kill someone that has eluded its deadly embrace, a normal 
attack roll is required. 

 
 
 

The red widow is capable of releasing a jet of webbing when in 
its spider form. This is handled just as if the creature were casting a 
Web spell. 

When the creature is in its spider form, it has the ability to climb 
sheer surfaces (as if using a Spider Climb spell) and to command 
spiders. In the latter case, it will be able to summon 10D10 spiders. 
Of these, 65% will be normal spiders, 20% will be large spiders, 10% 
will be huge spiders, and 5% will be giant spiders. These creatures 
adore the red widow and will do all that they can to protect her from 
harm, even at the cost of their own lives; no morale checks are ever 
required of them. 

 
Habitat/Society: The red widow often makes its home in the 

cities and towns of men. Here, it moves about in its human guise and 
seduces its victims under cover of darkness. It is not uncommon for 
a red widow to love and then destroy a new victim every week. 

 
Ecology: Red widows live by draining the blood and other bodily 

fluids from those they kill. A slain lover is hidden away somewhere 
in the creature’s lair and can supply the widow with nourishment for 
up to a week. When the monster finishes with a corpse, it discards 
the partially decomposed and dehydrated body far from its lair. In 
this way, it hopes that its home will escape detection. 

The red widow breeds by mating with a normal human. 
Following the consummation of their love, the widow kills her mate 
and implants the now fertilized eggs in its body. Within a week, these 
eggs hatch and consume the fluids in the corpse. Each “litter” of 
spiders consists of 2D4 young. These remain in spider form (being 
treated as large spiders) for one year. At the end of that time, they 
gain the ability to assume a human form and become adults. Only in 
rare cases will young remain with their mother at this time. 

Assuming they do not die through violence or accident, the 
average red widow lives to be 20 to 30 years old. 
 

 



Salamander, Frost 
 
 

 
Salamander, Frost 

CLIMATE/TERRAIN: Any arctic 
FREQUENCY: Very Rare 
ORGANIZATION: Solitary 
ACTIVE TIME: Any 
DIET: Omnivore 
INTELLIGENCE: Low (5-7) 
TREASURE: E 
ALIGNMENT: Chaotic Evil 
 

 
NO. APPEARING: 1D3 
ARMOUR CLASS: 3 [17] 
MOVEMENT: 12 
HIT DICE: 12 
THAC0: 9 
NO. OF ATTACKS: 5 
DAMAGE/ATTACK: 1D6 / 1D6 / 1D6 / 1D6 / 1D6 
SPECIAL ATTACKS: Radiates cold 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: +1 or better weapons to hit,  
 immune to all cold 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: Nil 
SIZE: L (8’ long) 
MORALE: Steady (11) 
XP VALUE: 9,000 
 
 

Frost salamanders, natives of the Paraelemental Plane of Ice, thrive 
in very cold places. They are sometimes found on other elemental 
planes and may find themselves summoned to the Prime Material 
Plane. 

The creature looks like a large lizard with white or blue-white 
scales. Its six legs end in vicious claws that allow it to move along 
even the slickest ice. Frost salamanders have blue eyes and 
translucent white teeth that look like icicles. 

The frost salamander gets its name because many consider it a 
cold-dwelling version of the fire salamander, which comes from the 
Elemental Plane of Fire. 

 
Combat: A frost salamander is immune to all cold-based attacks. 

It radiates cold in a 20-foot radius, causing 1D8 damage to all 
creatures within this area. It attacks without any plan other than to 
rip its opponent to shreds by the fastest means possible. Individual 
creatures do not coordinate attacks. 

The beast never uses weapons: it attacks by rearing up on its 
hindmost legs, clawing with its four forward claws, then biting. 

If near a pool of icy water, a frost salamander often pushes its 
victim into the water, possibly causing incidental damage from 
exposure either during the battle or later. It carries its dead victims 
into such a pool or other very chilly area, as it dislikes the taste of 
warm flesh. 

A frost salamander suffers an additional point of damage per die 
of damage from fire- and heat-based attacks. 

Habitat/Society: Frost salamanders sometimes leave their 
otherplanar home to visit especially cold places in the Prime Material 
Plane for reasons known only to them, or through summoning. 

These creatures hate warm surroundings, and suffer 1 point of 
damage for each turn they spend in a region with a temperature 
above freezing. Typical frost salamander lairs are quite cold—near 
frozen pools or on windy, arctic plains. They bask in chilling winds 
the way most creatures relax in sunlight; they enjoy being the 
recipients of such spells as Cone of Cold. 

Items found in the lairs of frost salamanders often have frozen 
into blocks of ice or have turned very brittle from the cold; the low 
temperatures almost always ruins magical potions. Melting treasure 
free can take several hours. 

 
Ecology: Frost salamanders usually eat frozen meat but also can 

eat any plants they happen to find. These voracious predators prefer 
to avoid competition with other cold-dwelling creatures. 

Frost salamanders hate fire salamanders, and the enmity is 
returned. The two creatures attack one another on sight, on the rare 
occasion when they find themselves in the same place at the same 
time. 

The sluggish, bright-blue fluid in a frost salamander’s veins can 
be used to temper a frost brand weapon or create potions of cold 
resistance, while a bone from this creature is a frequent component 
in wands of frost. 
 

 



Thoul 
 
 

 
Thoul 

CLIMATE/TERRAIN: Any non-arctic 
FREQUENCY: Very Rare 
ORGANIZATION: Solitary or tribal 
ACTIVE TIME: Any 
DIET: Omnivore 
INTELLIGENCE: Low (5-7) 
TREASURE: C 
ALIGNMENT: Lawful Evil 
 

 
NO. APPEARING: 1D6 
ARMOUR CLASS: 6 [14] 
MOVEMENT: 12 
HIT DICE: 3 
THAC0: 17 
NO. OF ATTACKS: 2 or 1 
DAMAGE/ATTACK: 1D3 / 1D3 or by weapon 
SPECIAL ATTACKS: Paralyzation 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: Regeneration 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: Nil 
SIZE: M (6½’ tall) 
MORALE: Champion (15) 
XP VALUE: 270 
 
 

Thouls are magical crosses between ghouls, hobgoblins, and trolls. In 
spite of their ghoulish blood, they are living creatures, not undead. 

Most thouls look just like hobgoblins: about 6½ feet tall, dark 
skinned, and untidy. Some, however, show clear signs of their troll 
ancestry. Such thouls can have any of the following characteristics: 
relatively hairless skin with a greenish cast instead of the dark-red or 
reddish-orange skin of hobgoblins; slate grey or dull black hair, ropy 
in texture; long and tubelike noses like a troll’s, very different from a 
hobgoblin’s rather canine muzzle. 

Like hobgoblins, thouls have yellow teeth. Their eyes—yellow 
like some hobgoblins or pure white—lack any pupil; this and their 
somewhat vacant look are traits that point to their troll and ghoul 
ancestry. Again like hobgoblins, thouls favour brightly coloured 
clothing, usually blood-red cloth and gleaming-black leather. Their 
weapons are always well cared for and brilliantly polished. 

Thouls have no tongue of their own, speaking hobgoblin instead. 
Roughly 60% also speak the languages of orcs, goblins, and 
carnivorous apes. Thouls living among hobgoblins can speak 
Common if their hobgoblin hosts do. Independent thouls speak 
Common 20% of the time. 

 
Combat: Like hobgoblins, thouls have infravision with a range of 

60 feet and fight equally well in bright light or darkness. 
Thouls can paralyze victims just as ghouls can. A target hit by a 

thoul’s claw must make a successful saving throw vs. paralyzation or 
be paralyzed for 1D6+2 rounds. Thouls often disdain the use of 
melee weapons unless they are facing elves, who are immune to the 
paralyzation effect. Armed thouls usually carry some kind of sword 
and a long bow. 

When injured, a thoul regenerates one lost Hit Point per round 
as long as it remains alive. 

Habitat/Society: Thouls have a brutal, militaristic outlook, just as 
hobgoblins do. Independent thouls live in small family groups in 
caves or ruins. Lone thoul encounters are with hunters and scouts 
whose business has taken them away from the main group. A thoul 
lair contains two young for each adult. Immature thouls inflict no 
damage other than paralysis (victims receive a +2 bonus on saving 
throws). 

Thouls often serve as bodyguards to hobgoblin kings and 
chieftains. About 25% of subterranean hobgoblin lairs have 2D6 thoul 
guards (only 5% of hobgoblin surface villages have thouls). Any 
thoul living among hobgoblins is hated and feared for its superior 
abilities and status, and a thoul living in a hobgoblin tribe without 
the sponsorship of a powerful hobgoblin leader is treated as a 
wretched outcast. Frequently, such thouls survive the abuse they 
suffer only by virtue of their regeneration ability. Thouls living with 
hobgoblins share their hosts’ hatred of elves. 

Thoul spellcasters are rare but slightly more frequent amongst 
thouls living with hobgoblins. Thouls can become shamans of up to 
5th level with access to the Necromancy, Healing, and Charm 
spheres. Thouls can also become 4th-level witch doctors with spells 
from the Illusion/Phantasm, Enchantment/Charm, and Necromancy 
schools. 

 
Ecology: Thouls are a viable race but have one of the lowest 

birthrates among humanoids. Opportunistic hobgoblins, and 
occasionally orcs, sometimes raid independent thoul communities to 
get young thouls to train as royal bodyguards, assistant shamans, or 
witch doctors. 

Thouls live about 50 years. Thoul guards in hobgoblin lairs live a 
little longer, due to better food and living conditions. 

 



Tiger, Ebon 
 
 

 
Tiger, Ebon 

CLIMATE/TERRAIN: Any 
FREQUENCY: Very Rare 
ORGANIZATION: Solitary 
ACTIVE TIME: Any 
DIET: Carnivore 
INTELLIGENCE: Animal (1) 
TREASURE: Nil 
ALIGNMENT: Neutral 
 

 
NO. APPEARING: 1 
ARMOUR CLASS: 6 [14] 
MOVEMENT: 15 
HIT DICE: 6 
THAC0: 15 
NO. OF ATTACKS: 3 
DAMAGE/ATTACK: 1D4 / 1D4 / 2D4 
SPECIAL ATTACKS: Blindness bite 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: Magical weapons to hit 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: Nil 
SIZE: L (8’ long) 
MORALE: Fearless (20) 
XP VALUE: 975 
 
 

These fearsome magical creatures look like great cats wholly 
composed of black fire. Physically, an ebon tiger resembles a normal 
tiger, except that its body is uniformly black with no stripes. Lighter 
patches of darkness mark the creature’s eyes, teeth, and whiskers. 
These areas sometimes faintly sparkle with magical energies, 
especially when the ebon tiger is angry or excited. 

 
Combat: Ebon tigers are masters of stealth. Their shadowy bodies 

give them a 100% chance to hide in shadows. Ebon tigers are 
insubstantial and virtually weightless; their nonmaterial bodies make 
them immune to normal weapons and allow them to move silently 
100% of the time. Ebon tigers can pass through small openings, even 
mere holes or cracks, with ease. 

Their senses extend into the Ethereal Plane and they can attack 
(and be attacked by) ethereal and out-of-phase creatures at all times. 

Areas guarded by ebon tigers frequently are lit by flickering 
torches or oil lamps that create many shadows. Intruders who 
venture into these areas often suffer a nasty shock when the ebon 
tiger leaps to the attack; the victim suffers a –4 penalty to their 
surprise roll due to the difficulty in detecting the creature’s silent 
approach. 

Ebon tigers attack with their claws and teeth. An ebon tiger’s bite 
can cause blindness in addition to normal damage. Any creature 
bitten must roll a saving throw vs. poison; if the saving throw fails, 
the victim’s sight begins to grow dim and they feel disoriented. 
During the next round, the victim suffers a –1 penalty to attack rolls, 
ability score checks, and saving throws. This penalty increases by a 
point per round until it reaches –4. Any type of magical healing (Cure 
Wounds spells, Neutralize Poison, Cure Disease, etc) removes the effect, 
provided it is applied before the penalty reaches –4. Once the penalty 
reaches –4, the victim is completely and permanently blind; 
thereafter, only a Cure Blindness or Heal spell will restore sight. 

 
Habitat/Society: Ebon tigers are solitary hunters that roam the 

Prime Material, Ethereal, and other inner planes. They spend their 
lives endlessly prowling. Ebon tigers prefer thickly overgrown places 
where trees and shrubs provide shadowy conditions even during 
daylight. 

 

Ebon tigers are by reputation very territorial, bad tempered, and 
vicious. This reputation is not entirely deserved. Wild ebon tigers 
tend to be shy and reclusive, attacking only when hungry or 
threatened. Being shy, however, they are quite likely to regard any 
intrusion as a threat. 

 
Ecology: Ebon tigers do not appear to require water or sleep. 

They require freshly killed meat from time to time but can go for 
months without eating. They prefer to kill their food themselves and 
consume every last scrap, even the bones. Captive ebon tigers, 
however, will accept fresh meat from their keepers. Ebon tigers fed 
in this manner need food about every six weeks. 

It is not clear where ebon tigers originated. It is possible that they 
first came from a gloomy Deep Ethereal demiplane; it is equally 
possible that they owe their existence to ancient magical experiments 
made by an unknown wizard or priest. 

In spite of their possibly artificial origins, ebon tigers are a viable 
species. Their annual mating season is about six weeks long. During 
this time, they ignore their normal hunting territories as males and 
females seek each other out. After a brief mating, the pair splits and 
the female gives birth to 1D3 cubs 10 to 12 weeks later. The mother 
protects the cubs for two years while they grow to about half their 
adult size and learn to stalk and hunt. The cubs split up to pursue 
their own lives when the mother leaves them. 

Ebon tiger fat, what little of it there is, sometimes is used to make 
Oil of Etherealness. Some mages also suggest that a wild ebon tiger’s 
breath can be used for the same oil, but this proposition is much more 
difficult to test, so much so that it is suggested this is a rumour started 
by acolytes of a cult devoted to folly. 
 

 



Treant, Evil 
 
 

 
Treant, Evil 

CLIMATE/TERRAIN: Forests 
FREQUENCY: Very Rare 
ORGANIZATION: Solitary or grove 
ACTIVE TIME: Any 
DIET: Carnivore 
INTELLIGENCE: Very (11-12) 
TREASURE: Q (×5) 
ALIGNMENT: Chaotic Evil 
 

 
NO. APPEARING: 1D20 
ARMOUR CLASS: 0 [20] 
MOVEMENT: 12 
HIT DICE: 7-12 
THAC0: 7-8 HD (13); 9-10 HD (11); 
 11-12 HD (9) 
NO. OF ATTACKS: 2 
DAMAGE/ATTACK: Variable 
SPECIAL ATTACKS: Nil 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: Nil 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: Nil 
SIZE: H (13-18’ tall) 
MORALE: Elite (13-14) 
XP VALUE: 2000 +1,000 / HD past 7 
 
 

Evil treants, twisted by dark lands and dark waters into foul and 
monstrous things, despise good and innocent things as much as their 
counterparts hate evil; they go to great lengths to torment and 
terrorize travellers in their domains. The only trait they seem to share 
with the true treant is a hatred of the unchecked use of fire. 

Evil treants look much like normal trees; so much so, in fact, that 
when standing in a grove or forest they have a 90% chance of being 
mistaken for common flora. Their bark is thick and gnarled. While 
they have a face that looks unsettlingly human when they are 
speaking, it vanishes into patterns of grooves and knots when the 
creature remains stationary. Evil treants come in three age groups: 
young (13 to 14 feet tall), mature (15 to 16 feet tall), and elder (17 to 
18 feet tall). 

Evil treants can speak their own language and can usually 
communicate with the animals in the forest around them. They are 
also often capable of speaking a fair number (1D4) of other 
languages. 

 
Combat: In combat, the amount of damage inflicted by a treant 

is determined by its age and size. Young treants can lash out with 
their powerful branches to strike twice in combat, inflicting 2D8 
points of damage per blow landed. Mature treants are able to inflict 
even more dangerous wounds, inflicting 3D6 damage with each 
attack. Elder treants have amassed so much physical power that their 
attacks deliver fully 4D6 points of damage each. 

Despite the thick bark that provides them with protection against 
physical assaults, evil treants are unusually vulnerable to fire. Any 
weapon or attack based on fire (magical or normal) receives a +4 
bonus on its attack roll. Further, such attacks score an additional +1 
point per die to all damage inflicted. Saving throws for fire-based 
attacks and spells are made at a –4 penalty. 

Like their good counterparts, evil treants can animate and 
command living trees. Each treant can animate two trees. This power 
has a range of 60 yards, and any animated tree that moves beyond 
that limit is instantly returned to its normal state. After spending one 
round to uproot itself, an animated tree is able to move about and 
attack as if it were a mature treant. 

Because of their mass and strength, treants are quite effective in 
combat against structures and fortifications—especially those made 
from wood. 

 
Habitat/Society: Evil treants live in secluded forests, warping the 

nature of what might otherwise be peaceful and picturesque 
woodlands, turning them into evil, haunted forests. 

Evil treants have no interest in treasures, magical or monetary, 
although items of value are sometimes found on the ground where 
they have claimed the lives of past victims. Only in very rare cases 
will an evil treant attempt to use any of these artificial items as they 
prefer to leave them where they fell and use them as bait to lure 
curious explorers to their deaths. 

 
Ecology: Unlike good treants, who feed wholly by 

photosynthesis, evil treants are carnivorous. In fact, they favour the 
flesh of intelligent creatures (usually humans and demihumans) over 
all other prey. Their chosen delicacy, when they can obtain it, is the 
flesh of innocents, who they torment and horrify before devouring. 
Evil treants rarely kill their prey before consuming it, for they believe 
that this makes it unfit for digestion. Thus, victims who are 
accidentally slain during the tortures inflicted upon them by hungry 
treants are discarded and left to feed the scavengers of the forest. 

The sap of an evil treant, when smeared over the entire body, is 
reported to provide humans and demihumans with protection 
equivalent to that granted by a Barkskin spell.

 



Unicorn, Black 
 
 

 
Unicorn, Black 

CLIMATE/TERRAIN: Forests, plains 
FREQUENCY: Very Rare 
ORGANIZATION: Solitary 
ACTIVE TIME: Night 
DIET: Carnivore 
INTELLIGENCE: High (13-14) 
TREASURE: Nil 
ALIGNMENT: Chaotic Evil 
 

 
NO. APPEARING: 1D4 
ARMOUR CLASS: 3 [17] 
MOVEMENT: 24 
HIT DICE: 4+4 
THAC0: 15 
NO. OF ATTACKS: 4 
DAMAGE/ATTACK: 1D6 / 1D6 / 1D4 / 1D12 
SPECIAL ATTACKS: Charge, Cause Light Wounds 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: Teleport, never surprised 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: Nil 
SIZE: L 
MORALE: Elite (14) 
XP VALUE: 975 
 
 

Black unicorns resemble their white relatives, but they are twisted 
and evil. They are coal-dark creatures sporting silky black manes and 
burning red eyes. With their horns long and spiralled, chased with 
silver, they are quite beautiful. Male black unicorns are bearded. The 
females are slenderer than the males, but retain a heavy musculature. 

 
Combat: Although black unicorns do not have the white 

unicorn’s ability to move silently or sense the presence of enemies, 
they are never surprised. 

The beasts fight in battle with front hooves and horn, biting with 
sharp-edged teeth. A black unicorn’s horn does not have any attack 
roll bonus, but like white unicorns, black unicorns can charge to the 
attack. If a black unicorn moves at least 30 feet over open ground, it 
can strike with its horn for 3D12 damage. The unicorn cannot attack 
with its front hooves in the round it charged. 

Black unicorns can Cause Light Wounds three times a day and can 
instantly Teleport Without Error once a day. To cause wounds, the 
unicorn must touch its opponent; this may be used in conjunction 
with a horn attack. The teleport includes only the unicorn, not any 
rider—such riders often find themselves abandoned in the midst of 
bad combat situations by their chaotic mounts. 

 
Habitat/Society: Black unicorns are carnivores especially fond of 

the flesh of humans, elves, horses, and ordinary unicorns. Travellers 
who pass through a black unicorn’s forest are well advised to do so 
as swiftly as possible, since black unicorns delight in terrifying such 
intruders. Certain peoples swear that speaking loudly of the black 
unicorn as a powerful lord, making obeisances to the forest, and 
leaving jewelry and other trinkets hanging from the branches of 
glyph-marked trees will gain safe passage, at least on most occasions. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The actual lair of a shadow unicorn is most often formed from 
tangled limbs and hanging vines, sheltering an area of ground 
strewn with mosses. Such lairs are always found at the heart of a dark 
steed’s territory. 

 
Ecology: Some claim that these foul creatures were the product 

of the twisted mating of a nightmare and a unicorn. Others argue 
that they were created by a long-dead cabal of transmuters, who 
fused the blood of tanarri and other evil creatures with that of 
ordinary unicorns, seeking to create a hateful, demented create that 
lives for violence and combat. 

Black unicorns allow themselves to be ridden only by human or 
drow females of evil alignment. Evilly-aligned females must petition 
a suitable unicorn; if the female is acceptable, the unicorn will serve. 
If not, it immediately attacks the supplicant. 

Black unicorns are fickle and chaotic, mostly concerned with 
their own safety rather than that of their riders or companions. It is 
not at all unusual for a black unicorn to flee combat when the tide 
turns against it, dislodging a rider or teleporting away by itself and 
leaving other to fend for themselves. 

The horn of a black unicorn is highly prized. Powdered, it can be 
used to create a potent poison equivalent to a Type N contact poison 
(onset 1 round, Death/25: DMG Table 51). 
 

 



Zombie Fog 
 
 

 
Zombie Fog 

CLIMATE/TERRAIN: Any land 
FREQUENCY: Very Rare 
ORGANIZATION: Solitary 
ACTIVE TIME: Night 
DIET: None 
INTELLIGENCE: Semi (2-4) 
TREASURE: Nil 
ALIGNMENT: Neutral Evil 
 

 
NO. APPEARING: 1 
ARMOUR CLASS: –1 [21] 
MOVEMENT: 6 
HIT DICE: 6-10 
THAC0: Varies 
NO. OF ATTACKS: 1 
DAMAGE/ATTACK: Special 
SPECIAL ATTACKS: Control cadavers, despair 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: +1 or better weapons to hit,  
 spell immunity 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: Nil 
SIZE: G (60-100’ cloud) 
MORALE: Champion (15-16) 
XP VALUE: 1,400 / 2,000 / 2,500 / 3,000 / 4,000 
 
 

The zombie fog is an evil creature that feeds on the psychic energies 
emitted by living creatures at the moment of their deaths. 

The zombie fog appears as a fairly dense bank of mist. Horses 
and dogs can sense the fog’s evil nature and will attempt to avoid it 
at all costs. As a rule, the creature will be 25 feet in diameter for every 
Hit Die that it possesses. Even more noticeable are the walking 
corpses, or cadavers, which almost always accompany the fog. These 
are virtually identical to zombies, having the same shuffling gate, 
slack expressions, and decayed appearance as the undead. 

Conventional attempts to communicate with the zombie fog or 
its cadavers always fail. Magical or psionic attempts that place one in 
direct mental contact with the creature stun the creature attempting 
to communicate for 1D4 rounds, but otherwise fail utterly. 

 
Combat: The zombie fog’s sole goal in battle is to engineer the 

deaths of as many creatures as possible within its trailing expanse. 
This malevolent vapour has no physical attacks of its own, relying 
instead upon the corpses it animates and controls to strike down any 
living thing that threatens it. It can control a number of cadavers 
equal to its current Hit Points. 

A zombie fog may also cause despair up to three times per night. 
When it does this, any living being within its misty tendrils must 
make a saving throw vs. spell. Any failing this roll feels utterly 
hopeless. The despairing victim will not attack or defend themselves 
until struck by an enemy. The first attack against such a desolate 
victim gains a +4 bonus to hit, and the victim receives no Dexterity 
Armour Class bonus. After this first attack, a victim can defend 
themselves, but attacks against them are made at +2, while the 
victim makes their attacks with a –2 penalty. This despair fades away 
only with the dawn or the casting of a Dispel Magic on the victim. 

The zombie fog can only be damaged by magical weapons. Most 
magical spells have no effect on the fog. Only those that involve the 
creation or manipulation of air currents and the like, such as Gust of 
Wind, injure the zombie fog. As a rule, any spell of this type that is 
used to attack the creature will inflict 1D4 damage per level of the 
spell. Thus, a 4th level Wind Wall spell would cause 4D4 damage to 
the thing. 

Habitat/Society: The zombie fog is a barely sentient nocturnal 
creature most often found within a day’s journey of some large burial 
ground or other plentiful source of dead bodies. Although the sun’s 
rays do not appear to harm it, the misty creature is almost never 
active before sunset as its power to control cadavers only functions 
during the night. 

 
Ecology: Each week, the zombie fog must feast on the death 

energies of at least as many living creatures as it has Hit Dice. If a 
zombie fog is unable to feed on enough such energy in a given week, 
the monster will shrink in size or even die. For every week without 
sufficient “food”, the zombie fog loses one Hit Die. Conversely, if a 
zombie fog feeds on twice as many deaths as necessary in a week, 
the monster will gain a Hit Die. 

The zombie fog is believed to be related to the mist horror, but 
sages are uncertain as to the exact nature of this kinship. 

 
Cadavers 
Cadavers are merely dead bodies under the control of a zombie fog. 
They are not truly undead, and as such cannot be turned: the 
animating force is the zombie fog, not the negative material plane. 

Cadavers have no will of their own and instantly obey their 
animator. They attack with whatever is at hand, always dealing 1D6 
damage per hit. Treat cadavers in all ways as zombies, including their 
ability to be hit by normal weapons. However, cadavers that are 
struck down always rise again in 1D4 rounds, rising with full Hit 
Points. Cadavers can rise again and again. Only the death of the 
controlling fog or the utter destruction of the body stops this. 
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